Homework #1 Lexi, Composite, and Strategy

Issued: Thursday, September 6
Due: Tuesday, October 2

Purpose

This assignment allows you to learn about two design patterns: Composite(163) and Strategy(315).

Assignment

Design (in UML) and implement (in Java) the Document Structure and Formatting parts of the Lexi editor, as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of our textbook.

Test your solution with a simple graphical demonstration. For example, this is the result of my test:

I created a column containing two rows. The first row contains: a character (a), a rectangle, a column of three characters (X, Y, and Z), and another character (b).

Notes and Suggestions

• Use the design suggestions from our textbook.
• Use the Window interface and SwingWindow implementation in:

```
~buff/classes/472/pub/hw1
```

The SwingWindow constructor takes a window-name argument.

• Since Window has a setContents() method, you should not call draw() on your top-level Glyph. SwingWindow does that for you, whenever redrawing is necessary.

• Design and implement the following subclasses of Glyph: Character, Rectangle, Row, and Column.

• If a client tries to perform an operation on an object of an inappropriate subclass of Glyph, throw an exception, as suggested on page 169, paragraph 2.

• Use Java generics, as appropriate.

• Casting is prohibited!

• Implement a very simple Compositor:
  
  – Do not add Row and Column objects, as suggested in the textbook.
  
  – Iterate through the Composition’s children, computing widths and heights, and adjusting positions accordingly.
  
  – Set the Composition’s width and height.
  
  – Process the Composition’s parent.